
ACMHI Evaluation Planning and Management Steps 

1. For what purpose? For what purposes are you doing the evaluation and learning? In other words, 
what do you want to be able to learn or decide as a result of the information? 
(Meeting your funder’s requirements is the minimum, but you may want to 
add some for your own purposes). 

2. Who’ll do what? Who’ll be responsible for making sure the evaluation and learning processes 
are done? Are there other roles that need to be identified? 

3. Audiences? Who are the audiences for the information from the evaluation and learning? 
The reporting you’ll need to do for your funding is the minimum, but again, 
you may want to do more with the information. Other audiences might include 
your SA leadership team, perhaps the Counseling department or other 
campus partners, your SA Advocacy team? 

4. Stakeholders? Which stakeholders will it help to have involved? At what stage?  And How? 
You may have a core group of stakeholders that you always involve (e.g. your 
SA team Counseling department, etc.) and then additional stakeholders for 
particular questions.  

5. What information do 
you need?   
-From whom?  

   -By when?   

What kinds of information are needed to support your evaluation and learning 
needs?  What information do you need to make what decisions? What do you 
want your intended audiences to know or do differently and what information 
do they need to decide?  Sometimes it helps to identify the questions you’d 
like answers to, and then identify the information you’d need to answer those 
questions. In some cases another department might need information from 
you to improve their services and activities. If this is the case, include it here. 

• From whom?  From what sources should the information be collected? 
This might include students; faculty; counselors; or data sources such 
as insurance company benefits. 

• By when? When is the information needed (so, by when must it be 
collected and your analysis and sense-making processes completed?) 

6. Timeline You’ll have created a timeline for your project activities as part of that 
planning – basically a long sheet of paper with months and weeks marked 
off. Create a separate line for the evaluation and learning activities you’ll 
identify in the next steps.  

7. Information collection 
methods? 

How can that information be collected in a reasonable fashion, e.g., 
questionnaires at each event, interviews or focus groups, examining 
documentation, or by asking people to draw images or take photographs, 
create poems describing their experiences, etc. You may have a survey of 
your own or one that’s shared across multiple SA’s.   
 
Once you’ve sorted out what you’ll do to collect information, identify when 
you’ll do it and add that to your timeline.  

8. Analysis and Sense-
making processes? 

Once you have all the pieces of paper with data that you’ve gathered, you 
need to make some sense of it. One way is to combine it all and analyze it – 
what are totals, what are patterns.  

Then you need to ask ‘what does this mean’ (usually this relates to what you 
were trying to achieve when you started).  You can do this by yourself but 



you’ll get more helpful answers if you ask a group to sit in a circle and share 
among yourselves the stories you each see the data telling you.  THIS IS 
NOT ABOUT COMING TO THE SAME ANSWER!  What you hope is that 
different people see different aspects of the story.  Creating a ‘both/and’ 
combination of everyone’s stories helps you craft a whole story that covers 
things like ‘who is most influenced by what we did’,  

What time and process do you need to plan for, to do the analysis and sense-
making?  Add these to your timeline.  

9. Learning processes Learning in this case is learning from experience, and is most helpful if we 
pay attention and reflect on what’s happening as we go along. It’s NOT about 
getting the right answer from an expert.  Looking at what we are doing as we 
go along gives us the most ability to adapt to the actual circumstances rather 
than what we knew when we started. Creating a learning circle of people – 
those on your team or including different partners (don’t forget the 
receptionist) gives most power.  Learning helps answer questions like ‘what 
are we learning that we didn’t know when we started’,  ‘how can we do better 
next time at delivering these kinds of initiatives’, ‘what would we do next’.   

What kinds of processes will you put in place throughout the project to do this 
kind of learning? Add those to your timeline. 

10. Resources 
needed? 

Check back through your answers to the 8 questions - What resources are 
available for all the parts of the evaluation and learning activities?  (remember 
to count your time!) 

11. Document the plan 
in a shareable way 

Pull all this into a documented evaluation workplan with activities, timelines 
and resources and add that to your overall workplan. The document can be 
formal or it cam be informal – such as a photo of a set of sticky notes on the 
wall, as long as it’s shareable with everyone doing the work.  

12. Reflect on future 
improvements. 

Following the evaluation and learning process you may want to reflect on 
what evaluation capacity you’d like to build or improve in yourself, in others 
and /or in your SA’s capabilities. This may be something that becomes more 
relevant later in your work or career as more and more funders demand 
more and more carefully done evaluations.  

 


